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Nick and Telsa’s High Voltage Danger Lab 
Bob Pflugfelder and Steve Hockensmith 

1. Nick and Tesla were going to live with Uncle Newt for the summer. Why wasn’t Uncle Newt at the 
airport when they arrived? 
Uncle Newt was in the basement, he had glued himself to the floor. Uncle Newt was a scientist of sorts 
and his home was his laboratory. 

2. Nick and Tesla built a rocket with things from Uncle Newt’s basement. What did they name it? 
“The Albert and Martha Holt” after their parents 

3. What did Nick and Tesla give each of them before they left on their trip to Uzbekistan to study soybean 
irrigators? 
Their parents gave them pendants to wear so they would always feel their parents no matter how far 
apart they were. 

4. When Nick and Tesla launched their rocket, what went wrong? 
Tesla’s pendant wrapped around the cone of the rocket and pulled off Tesla’s neck when it took off. The 
rocket landed in the yard of an old house that was guarded by dogs. 

5. What did Nick and Tesla make to distract the guard dogs so they could get their rocket and Tesla’s 
pendant? 
They made a “Robocat Dog Distractor” from a soda bottle. 

6. What happened when the mints were submerged in the soda bottle? 
The mints produced carbon dioxide which turns the soda bottle into a rocket car. 

7. When Nick scaled the fence while Tesla distracted the dogs with Robocat, what did Nick see in the 
upstairs window of the house? 
Nick saw a young girl in a nightgown in the second story window. 

8. What did the girl in the widow hold up for Nick to see? 
She held up a sign that said “Go Away” with an unhappy smiley face. 

9. What was unusual about Nick and Tesla’s beds at Uncle Nicks? 
The mattresses of their beds were made from compost (garbage). 

10. What are Clandestine Communications Facilitators? 
They are pebbles that Tesla used to plink on the window where Nick saw the girl. 

11. When the girl came to the widow , what did she write on her sign when Tesla asked her why she should 
go away? 
She wrote ”Mr. Snugg”. 

12. The kids made a semi-visible nighttime van tracker to find out where the white van was going every 
night. How did they attach the semi-visible drip bag to the van? 
While Demarco faked being injured by falling off his bike in front of the van, his little sister tied the drip 
bag to the bumper of the van. 

13. What did the kids needs in order to see the ink? 
They needed a black light. 

14. Where did the black light ink stop? 
It stopped behind a closed antique store. 

15.  When the kids left the antique store to go home, what happened? 
A black SUV began to follow them closely but they got away by cutting off the road. 

16. What did Uncle Newt do after Tesla explained everything that was happening a the Landrigan Estate? 
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First, he listened to everything she had to say, then he called the police about the SUV that followed 
them home. 

17. What did Tesla mean when she told Nick she was going looking for Mr Snugg at night? 
She was going to Google Mr. Snugg on her laptop. 

18. Nick and Tesla made an intruder Alert from Christmas lights. When the alert turned on, what kind of 
intruder was it? 
It was Uncle Newt talking to himself, knocking over a stack of Beefaroni cans, BUT someone had opened 
the back door because the intruder alert had warned them. 

19. What is OCCAM’S RAZOR? 
It is a way of thinking that avoids complicating things. Keep things simple. 

20.  Nick and Tesla decided that they were going to get into the Landrigan Estate. Silas distracted the guard 
dogs, Demarco distracted the men with the white van while Nick and Tesla broke in. Where did they go 
when they got in the house? 
They went to the room where they saw the girl in the window. She was there but as they were leaving 
the two men came up the stairs with Demarco. 

21. What did the girl tell Nick and Tesla about Mr. Snugg? 
Mr. Snugg was her dog and was locked up somewhere on the estate too. 

22. What did the girl tell Nick and Tesla happened to her? 
The girl’s name was Lily Lawrence and Mr. Snugg was her Chihuahua. She was kidnapped and the men 
were asking for 1 million dollars ransom. 

23.  The kids made an electromagnetic picker-upper to try to open the latch on the door. Every one tried to 
open it but Lily finally did it. Why did she say she was able to get it when no one else could? 
Lily said she was good at playing “Operation”. 

24. When the kids got out of the house, what did they hear? 
They heard the guard dogs coming as they neared the fence. 

25.  The men still needed Lily to speak to her parents one more time but Nick, Tesla and Demarco were no 
longer of any use. What happened just as one of the men was going to take care of them? 
The black SUV came barreling through the gate. A woman with a gun jumped out of the SUV and held it 
on the two men. 

26. Who was the woman looking for? 
Nick and Tesla 

27. What did the woman toss to Tesla? 
Her pendant 

28. Who was the woman in the SUV? 
The woman was a government agent sent to keep an eye on Nick and Tesla. The pendants were tracking 
devices. 


